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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study was to design, construct, testing and 
evaluate a strength-of-materials testing device to be used as an appro­
priate aid to instruction in industrial arts education. In addition to 
providing a suitable testing device specifically the criteria of size, 
economy, simplicity of design, ease of construction, structural sound­
ness, laboratory adaptability, durability for extended use, ease of 
maintenance and pleasing professional appearance were given attention 
as specifications in the design and construction of the testing device. 
Importance of the Study 
Very few curricula can remain static. They are, or should be, 
constantly in a state of evaluation and revision if the need exists. 
Industrial arts education is no exception. In fact, due to the 
tremendous advancements in industrial activities, many new techniques 
and materials are coming into use every year. Industrial arts 
education must keep abreast of these new techniques and materials, 
In keeping with the basic function of industrial arts education, 
11 to obtain a knowledge of the tools, materials, processes, productive 
capacity and re 1 at i onshi ps of industry, 111 the p racti cal era fts approach 
to industrial -arts education must g·ive 1t1ay to a more technical and 
scientific approach. 
1Roy Roberts, Vocational and Practical Arts Education� New 
York: Harper and Row, 1965, p. 422. 
Neither the industrial arts shop, nor the instructors that 
supervise them are in any way prepared to show the students why 
various materials of construction, joints and connections, or 
s tructura 1 configuration a r:e in fact superior to o'thers. With the 
proper testing device, this could be done. 
A survey of commercial testing devices on the market revealed 
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that such devices are available to industrial arts shops and instructors 
at costs from $900 and up. The cost of such a testing device under­
standably prohibits their widespread use. 
It is felt by this writer, that given a small amount of material, 
a little ability, and a plan, most industrial arts instructors can 
construct a strength of material testing device capable of meeting 
the demands of ever-changing course content for a cost within reach 
of nearly all school systems. 
The strength-of-material testing device as proposed by this 
writer to help to fulfill the needs of industrial arts education is 
designed to test the three primary stresses in the study of the 
strength of materials; those of tensile strength, compressive 
strength and transverse load strength. The testing device is of all 
metal material and welded construction. The hydraulic force unit 
is in a central vertical position with calibrated force indicator 
gauge attached. The force is transmitted from the hydraulic unit to 
the upper fo ce beam and then to the 1 m·1er parts of the tester by two. 
vertical screw shafts. The testing device is designed to test up 
to a strength of 10,000 pounds of force, with a maximum safe lo�d 
capacity of 20,000 pounds of force. The testing device vii l ·1 test 
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various materials of construction as to tensile strength, co�pressive 
strength and transverse load. It will also test various joints and 
structural configurations. It is not in any V·JaY designed to give 
a precise or exact measure of strength of material but rather a 
comparative study of various mate-rials of construction. 
Leaders in the field of industrial arts education agree that 
it is necessary to have funct-ional tools and equipment in order to 
maintain a good instructional system. The cost arid availability of 
a suitabl� testing device are major problems facing teachers as they 
attempt to expand and upgrade their instructional program. This study 
is an attempt to overcome this difficulty in the industrial arts 
laboratory. 
Procedure Followed 
For the purpose of simplicity, understanding and the future 
poss i bi 1 i ty that i ndi vi duals would desire to reproduce the device the 
follov-1ing material is presented in a specific and sequential manner. 
In gathering information for this study a reviev-J and analysis 
was made of various testing devices found on the cornnercial market. 
This was done by a visual and operational analysis of various testing 
devices in the College of Engineering, South Dakota State University, 
and a revieH and study of brochures made available by ·manufacturers 
of various tes.ting devices. In this revie\-1 and study it was necessary 
to keep in mind a clear understandir1g of the limits of the study; 
mainly those limits pertaining to runction ) cost, and simplicity of 
design and construction. 
I 
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Along with the review of material various sketches were .made 
where-in certain desirable parts were accepted and those felt to be 
non-functional were rejected. After various, seemingly-acceptable 
designs were sketched, the different aspects, both good and bad, were 
discussed \t-.1ith staff members of the College of Engineering, 
specifically those in the Civil Engineering and Engineering Shops 
Departments. 
Setting the operating strength for the testing device at 10,000 
pounds of force and a maximum load strength of 20,000 pounds of 
force, a study \vas made of the materials of construction. 
The restricting criteria in selection of materials of construction 
were bas·ically those of cost, availability and adaptability of the 
materials to be used. It was necessary to keep the cost as low as 
possible, to use material that was locally and readily available and 
to use material that was readily adaptable to the research problem. 
A tentative design was finally accepted and a number of drawings 
made. With the design and drawings in mind the acquisition of 
materials began. All of the material used, with the exception of 
the hydraulic unit, was acquired from the South Dakota State 
University vJelding shop, the Department of Engineering Shops or 
from local hardware suppliers. The hydraulic jack and gauge were 
purchased directly from Enerpac, an activity of Applied Po-1ver 
Industries, Inc. of Butler, Wisconsin. 
After considering the desirability of bolted construction and 
welded construction it was decided that welded construction best 
suited the design criteria particularly in those areas of strength, 
ease of construction, and cost reduction. 
Before actual construction could begin it was necessary to 
compute the maximum load characteristics of the horizontal members 
and the two verti ca 1 screw ,shafts. This v1as done by computing the 
actual load bearing characteristics of the basic structure. The 
member tested was then reinforced by welding reinforcement to the 
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tested member. The member was then tested under actual load conditions . 
If a member was found to be non-sufficient in strength more 
reinforcement was added until it proved under actual test to be of 
sufficient strerigth . 
The final assembly was then begun. The various members were 
cut to fit with an oxyacetylene cutting torch, holes were drilled 
and slots cut. The top horizontal member was welded into place 
between and at the top of the two vertical members. The various 
- horizontal members were then bolted into their proper positions . 
The hydraulic jack and gauge were installed and the testing device 
was ready for testing and evaluation. 
L imitations of Study 
The scope and emphasis of this study was necessarily limited to 
the design, construction > testing and evaluation of a strength-of­
material testing device. The testing device designed and constructed 
by this writer is in no viay meant to be a sophisticated testing 
device . . It will not give a precise measure of strength of material 
or structural configuration. Rather it will sho•tJ, by comparison, 
that ·certain structures or materials, as tested, are superior to 
6 
others. It is not within the scope of this study to critically evaluate 
mathematically or otherwise the physical theories as to what takes 
place in a particular tested specimen but rather to show by comparison, 
the desirability of certain, materials and/or struc'tural configurations. 
Nor was it intended in the stope of this study to attempt to 
integrate the testing device into existing industrial arts or industrial 
education curricula nor construct a course outline around the testing 
device. 
The restricting criteria on the design and construction of the 
testing device v1ere basically those of simplicity of design, ease of 
construction, cost of construction and functional design, 
Sin1plicity of design and construction v1ere necessary to enable 
most industrial ·arts or industrial education instructors to construct 
an identical device in the laboratories they may have at their disposal. 
Low cost of construction v1as necessary to allow aforementioned 
instructors the means to actually construct such a device without 
a large financial assistance. Functional design was necessary to 
allow the device to be used in a variety of educational settings 
and situations without a large degree of modification by the user. 
Definition of Terms 
T� promote a cl earer unders tan ding and greater uniformity of 
thought while reading this thesis, several terms are defined according 
to their technical definition and as they are used in this study. 
Tensile strength: The resistance of a material to a force which 
is acting to pull it apart. 
Compressive strength: The resistance of a materi'al to a force 
which is tending to defonn or fail it by crushing. 
Bending, flexural, transverse load: A load which is applied,, 
transversely to the longitudinal axis of the member. 
· Strength of materials: The resistance of a material to a force 
which is acting upon it. 
Structural configurations: Relative disposition of structural 
parts as in beams, channels and others. 
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CHAPTER I I  
REV I EW OF L ITERATURE 
The ev i de n ce of research i nd i cates that Ga l i l eo ,  I ta l i a n mathe­
ma tic i an,  as tronomer and ph� l osopher , famous for h i s  laws of th e 
pendul um a nd  of  fa l l i ng bod i es , was the f i rs t  i nvesti g ator of th e 
s trength of materi a l s . 
The ide a  ·of earl i e r i nv estig ators h as often  i ntri q ued res earch ers 
th at an i ntens i ve s earch has been made for evi den ce of earl i er s eekers 
for data as to the stre ngth of mater i a l s . I t  i s  i ntri g ui ng  to th i n k 
th at  s ome swarthy Egypt i an  about the ti me th at Khufu b u i l t  the 
Great  Pyram i d mi g h t  h a ve tri e d  various materi al s from which to ma ke 
the l e vers for turning the h u g e  blocks of s tone- -or for the rol l ers 
on wh i ch th ey were doub t l ess , trans porte d- - an d  ha ve made a record o f  
h i s  s earch . B ut  nothin g h as been found. 
So  th e cre dit  must rest wi th Gal i l eo ( 1 564- 1 6 42 ) . 
Before 1 6 38 ,  he h ad made numerous tests on the s trength  of 
materi al s - - probab l y  by de ad weigh ts , a l t hough  the le ve r was wel l - kn ovm . 
Among others he h ad  made tes ts on the s tre ngth of copper  rod and  
ass igne d a stre ngth  to copper of ne arly 1 00 , 000 pounds  per squa re 
in ch . I t  i s ,  th e refore , probab l e th at  Ga l i l eo ' s  meth ods viere fau l ty 
or h is copper was really an alloy, some of wh i ch do h a ve s u ch u l tima te 
stre ngth v a l ues . 
Prob ab ly th e first tes ti ng  machine i n  h i s tory th a t  might  be  
ca l l e d a " te s ting  ,n3 chi ne 1 1  was bui l t  by r · e te r  Van ftiu s s ch enb-roeck , 
Profess or at th e U ni ve rs ity of Leyden s omet i me berore 1 7 2 9  . .  
Musschenbroe ck seems to h a ve had  an insatiable curiosity, the 
re cords of his tests on · the strength of materials includes the· 
tensile streng th of the 1 1 horn of an ox. 1 1 
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One of th e earliest of _ the English testing ma.chines was designed 
by a Mr . Fuller at the Brunton '  s P aten t Chain and Cable Manufactory 
in the year 1 81 3. It was used �ainly in materials test for 
bridge construction. 
The earliest American testing machine was designe d by Maj or 
W. Wade, U. S . A . , and constructed under his supervision at the West 
Point Foundry about 1 850 . It was for use at th e Pikesville, Maryla n d, 
Arsenal, primarily in the testing of cast iron and bronze for cannon . 
Late in the decade, 1 868- 1 870 Desg affe and Ollivi er, Paris , 
built testing mach ines ha ving two unique features , one a l oad  
indication gauge and the  other a hydraulic mech anism. 1 
With the ad vent of , and us e of the load  indicating gauge and 
hydraul i c load  production dev ices the design and  us e of strength- of­
material tes iing machines developed at  an astoun d ing rate as did the 
va rious in dustri es th at use them . 
The overall soph istication of the testing device , the accuracy 
of the measuring device, and the maximum loa d  capa city of the testing 
device were areas in which the most sign ificant a d vanceme nts we re 
made 
. An ex ample of th e advanceme n ts made in testi ng de v i ces is th e 
4,000, 000 poun d S a i th\<Jork - Emery testi ng machine a t  th e University of 
1cheste r Gibbons , Mate rials Testi ng  hach i nes , I nstru:n2 nt 
Pub l i s hi n g Comp any , P i t ts bu rg , P enns y 1 van i a , 1 9 3 5 . pp . 2- 2 7 . 
California which went into use in the 1 930 1 s .  This mach i ne exerts 
4 , 000,000 po_unds i n  compression , 3,000,000 pounds in tension, ·and 
tests i n  transverse up to 3 ,000 , 000 pounds on 1 1 -foot centers and 
1 0  
up to 400 , 000  pounds on any _ center beyond the 1 1 -foot dimension. An 
ordinary truck may be driven. between the tension members .  Compression 
specimens up to just under 1 0  feet square and 33 ' 6 1 1  in length may 
be tested to 4 , 000,000 pounds : 
The main ram is 46 i nches in diameter and the maximum hydra uli c 
pressure about 2500 pounds per square inch. There are devices for 
maintenance of load and for control of load application.  All controls 
are grouped at an instrument board so tha t one man only is needed 
in the actual testing . 2 
Currently, the possibility of a 200 ,000 ton press is being studied 
by the United S ta tes  government . This i s  to be a hydra ulic closed 
die forging press . The estimated construction cos t of such a press is 
50 mil l ion doll ars . 3 
Testing machines used by educational ins titu tions ,  both s ec o ndary 
and college level, are s i mi lar to the Dil lon Unive rsal tester ma rketed 
by l� . C .  Dil lon and Company , Inc. of Van Nuys ) California . This 
precision instrument will test  materials wi th a tensile strength 
varying frora only a few pounds , to as hig h as 400 , 000 pounds per 
sq uare inch . As well as tes ti n g tensile strength th e tester will 
2 
George C. B ea kley and H. H.  Leach , Engineerinq , An  I nt ro-
duction to a Crea ti  v0 P ro�-� ' i -1acmil 1 in  & Company , Ne\t; York , 1 9 6 7, 
pp . 74-76. 
3Netal Harking f-lm•JS, December 1 1 ,  1 96 7 , p. l. 
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a 1 so measure tranverse 1 oad, compression , and shear . 
The aforementioned . tester i s  advertised to g ive the most practical 
solut ion at  the lowest possi ble price \•Jherever accuracy and portability 
are necessary. Th is tester- has a basic list price of $623. · This 
does not inc 1 u de Dynamometer or grips which are necessary to make the 
tester a workin g machine. The .listed price o f  a . 0 - 1 0 , 000 pound 
range Dynamometer \'Ji th an accuracy at full rang e of + 2 percent is 
$230 . The list price of the tensile grips alone is $ 1 09 . Thus , the 
mi nimum cost of such a work ing tester is $96 1 . 
I t  is to be remembered that the tester marketed by Dillon is a 
h ighly s ophisticated machine and no attempt is made to compare such 
a tester \·lith that described in this study.  
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CHAPTER I I  I 
DESIGN , CONSTRUCTION , TESTING AND EVALUATION 
EXPERIMENTAL DES I GN 
Sound eng i neeri ng  de s i gn us ual l y  must pas s th rough four phases : 
the feas i bi l i ty s tudy phas e ,  the preli m in a ry des i gn p hase, th e i n ter­
med ia te des i gn phase and fi n a ] lj the deta i l  des i g n phas e . 1 N ot  in all 
des i gn problems are e a ch of the four pha se s  clear and e asy to defi ne . 
At times i t  may s eem that the fi nal product i s  evolved by pas s in g 
through only one phase . On care ful exami nation , h owever, the four  
phases  can  be  detected , and in  gene ra l the design wi ll have p receded 
through th e vari ous phas es i n  the s eq u e n ce i ndi cate d .  The l ength  of 
t i me s pent on any phase , h oweve r ,  is a fun c tion of  th e comp l exi ty of 
the prob lem and the restri ction placed upon it. I n  th i s  writer ' s  
des i gn o f  a st re ngth-of- ma te ria l tes t i ng device , th e feas ibi1 ity 
s tudy phase vJas an ab s o l ute neces sity . The defi n i ti on o f  th e 
problem , the li mi ts of the s t udy , and the need for s uch  a s tudy 
are all part of the feas i b i l i ty s tudy ph as e  an d a re as de s c ribed 
i n  Chap te r One of th i s  wri t i ng . 
The purp os e of th e p relimi n a ry des ign ph a s e  i s  to de te rmine 
wh i ch sol uti on i s  th e bes t s o l uti on to the p rob l em .  This  ph ase 
i s  des cri bed s omewh at in Review of  P ertinent  L ite rature . I n  th is 
ph a s e  the des i gn er works more with abs t ract,  symbo l ic drawi ng 
1 Geo rge C .  Beakley and t i . H .  Lea ch , fI_l_9. i ne�� , An  I ntro ­
duct i on to a C reat i ve P roce s s , Macmi l l in & Company , New York � 
1 96 7 , p . 449 . 
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where-in the consideration of value is very impo rtant . The designer 
must constantly be aware of the limits of the particul a r  design and 
study, and must research and be aware of as much material as possibl e 
that is pertinent to the proposed design , then select the best 
alternative to the design problem . 
In addition to selecting �he best alternative to pursue , 
the designer sh ould make every effort to refine the ch osen 
solution into its most elementary fonn. Simple solutions are 
usually the most dif ficult to achieve. However , simplicity in 
design has long been recognized as a hallmark of qual ity and the 
designer must work toward this end .  He should also realize that 
old ideas are not necessarily bad ones. 
In this study the intermediate design phase and the detai l 
design phase are less well defined. The purpose of the inter­
mediate phase is to plan and implement the overal l design concept 
of the chosen sol ution. The inte rmediate design phase includes 
not only the design of the main subsystems that make up the 
overall design and analysis of the cumulative effects, but al so 
the design of th� component part of the subsystems. 
As one moves into the detai led design phase , the tasks 
to be accom li shed become less and less abstract and consequently 
more closely defined as to their expected functions . In the 
final design phase all technical p roblems relating to the design 
solution must be so l ved. There is no other part of the design 
process rema f oing. Conseq uently, question� pertaini ng to mate ri- al 
selection, tolerances, q uality of wor manshi p req uired, and 
2 1 6 1 1 1  .SOUTH DAKOTA ST '\-:-E U N l '/ERSITY L IBRAR'( 
complete specifications regarding the design become critical 
and can no longer be  avoided _or  delayed in consideration. They 
mus t be  answered explicitly. Their complete definition is 
mandatory . 
The inital s tages of the intermediate design phase involved 
almost exclusively the graphica_l representation of the thoughts 
and theories which f o 1 1  owed the stated 1 imitation of the study.  
After research was completed as to what could and should 
be included in the design, it was decided that the testing device 
would b e  of all n�tal construction with basically a welded 
fabrication. The force components of the testing device were 
to be  hydraulic with ram, pump and force indicating gauge located 
in a centralized vertical unit .  
The maximum test load strength of the device was set at  
10, 000 pounds of force with a maximum load strength of 
20, 000 pounds of force. The 10,000 pounds maximum test load was 
decided after considering the types of testing to be done on the 
device  and the need to keep the weight of the total device low 
and the construction simple. Actual test of some structural 
configurations would necessarily require a load much greater than 
that which the machine is capable. I n  tests of this type, scale 
models will be used to give a comparativ e test. 
• In the design process it must be realized that to design 
a static device is relatively a simple process. When motion is 
incorporated into a device the design becomes increasingly more · 
intricate and difficult. The design of each corre lating part must 
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receive proper care . If the fit is too close , friction could 
become a critical factor whereas to lose a fit could cause the 
correlating parts to bind . It was thus necessary to reduce the 
number of moving parts to t_he mini mum , yet s ti 1 1  have the device 
function as designed. This was done in part by using two vertical 
internal screw shafts as the connectors between the upper force 
beam and the lower beam rathe� than four external metal straps 
as part of the preliminary design. The threaded shafts were 
. used also to remove the requirement of cutting threads in the 
construction procedure. 
A 1 0  inch daylight opening bet\A1een the two vertical shafts 
was selected to allow ease in manipulation of the test specimen 
and still not cause the device to be unnecessarily large and 
unwieldy and not unduly weaken the horizontal members . Allowing 
a space of 4 inches on either side of the vertical shafts an 
overall width of 1 8  inches was demanded. 
The height of the all metal super structure was selected 
as 36 inches . This would furnish enough room to test long 
specimens as we l l  as short and yet not make the device top heavy. 
The device can then be fi nnly mounted to a stand to bri ng the 
gauge and hydraulic unit to eye level to allow for easy reading 
of the dial gauge. The corresponding stand can be used to store 
the various fixtures used in the many di ffe ent tests . 
A 6-inch channel with a web thickness of · . 200 inch and a 
fl ange vJ i dth of l .  920 inch \vas s 1 ected as the ·  two verti ca  1 members 
and as each of the three hori zonta 1 1embe rs xc l udi ng the top 
1 5  
force beam. By using the same size beam for each member the 
desired strength and weight could be achieved and the ease  of · 
constructing the device from one basic material was achieved. 
The 6 inch vertical channels were realized tci have suffi-
1 6  
cient strength for the device in that the force would be distributed 
within the device and the force on each vertical channel would 
be parallel with the channel and not perpendicular to it. Not 
so, however, with the horizontal n�mbers. Each horizontal member 
· would have a force actin� perpendicular to its axis. It was thus 
necessary .to compute the strength of the 6 inch channel on 1 8  'inch 
supports. The formula used : 
dP 
-2-
. 5  
gp -2-
. 5 
= T where : d = di s tan c e i n i n ch  es = 9 1 1  
= 20 ,000 lbs . 
P = 2, 222 lbs. 
P = force in pounds = unknown 
T = workable Transverse 
shear strength of 
material = 20, 000  lbs. 
This strength was found to be insufficient for the device . 
Therefore , rei nf o cements in the fon11 of l / 4 inch x 1 1 /2  inch 
strap iron was designed to be welded in a vertical position 
al ong the maj or a xis of the channel. These were then to be tes ted 
until p roven to be of su fficient strength . 
T 10 horizontal pins were des · gned to hold the lower ho ·izontal 
members in a rigid position. One half inch cold rolled steel 
shafts with a shear strength of 34, 000 pounds of force were fo�nd 
to have sufficient strength to hold the bottom member rigid. 
The two vertical screw _shafts connecting the top force 
beam with the middle horizontal beam were designed to have a 
strength in excess of 1 0 ) 000 pounds per square inch each in 
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a tensile load. Using a 3/4-fnch shaft on each side with a tensile 
strength of 1 4,000 pounds each the desired strength could then 
·be achieved. 
The top force beam which would take the entire force from ' 
the hydraulic unit and transmit it to the two vertical screw 
shafts, would be fabricated from two pieces of 2-inch by 1 / 2 -inch 
strap held in a vertical position by a horizontal strap of 
l 1 /2-inch by 1 /4-inch steel. 
This welded  fabrication was then tested on 1 8-inch centers 
with a concentration force of 20, 000 pounds. The fabricated force 
beam deflected . 0050 of an inch and then returned to normal . The 
force beam was thus found to be sufficiently strong for the 
device. 
After the basic structure was designed and thus  far proved 
to be  �ati sf actory, modifications v,ere designed into the basic 
structure to enable the testing device to perform the three 
basic functions i. e. , tensile strength, compressive strength, 
and transve se load. 
To al l m�, for the tensile test it v-,as necess ary to design 
grip ports in the second and third horizontal member . The port 
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in the second member would be a rectangular ho 1 e 1 1 / 2  inches by l 3/ 4 
inches and the port in the third member would be a rectangulai hol� 
1 inch by 1 3/4 inches. The ports were centered over each other 
on a .vertical axis . The gri p  ports were to be fabricated from 
1 /4 inch by 1 1 / 2 inch strap· steel welded on an angle of 
approximately 30 degrees with the horizontal. The special grip 
blocks fit into the ports on ihe second and thi rd horizontal 
members in such a manner so that when the opposite tensile force 
is applied to the test specimen the grip force will increase. 
The grips as designed will accommodate a specimen of up  to 1 /2 
inch in diameter or 1 /2 inch by l 1 /2 inch in cross sectional size. 
The modifications necessary for compressive load test were 
considerably simpler . A 6 inch by 4 in ch by 1 /4 inch steel plate 
was designed to be welded on the center bottom side of the top 
hori zonta 1 member as the top pressure p 1 ate. The bottom pressure 
plate will b e  a 4 inch by 4 inch by 3/8 inch steel plate laid over 
the grip port of  the second horizontal member. 
The modifications necessary for the test of transverse 
load were basically those of designing a center load point and two 
extended supports which were to be situated on 1 2  inch cente rs . 
The top center 1 oad point was designed to be  a l inch by 3 
inch cold rolled steel shaft , elded to a 3 inch by 3 inch by 1 /8 inch 
plate . Th e plate can then be drilled and bolted to he bottom of 
the top horizontal m2mber v✓ith th e ro und shaft on the bottom side . 
The design for the extended centers was designed to be 
fabricated from wo 2 inch by 1 i nch by 1 5  inch channels welded 
web to web to form a square channel 4-inch by 4-inch and 1 5-inches 
long. Welded to this will be two 1 -inch by 3-inch steel shafts 
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on 1 2  inch centers . These were to be located on the top side . On 
the exact center of the bottom side a small 1 /4-inch by 2-inch by 1 
inch steel plug was designed to fit into the grip port of the second 
horizonatal member 7 inches in front of and 7 inches to the rear of 
the testing device. 
It is important to note here that the entire design process 
· did certainly not evolve ·solely on paper or in the mind of this 
designer. Various sub-systems of the testing device were fabricated 
along with the design and continually modified if necessary until 
proven satisfactory for their partcul ar function. For the purposes 
of this writing however, the various design phases were separated 
from the actual construction to all ow for a systematic listing 
of the construction procedures. 
CONSTRUCTION PROCEDU RE 
The construction procedure for the strength of material 
testing device was basically that of acquiring th� need�d material , 
cutting the material to size , assembling in a layout and making 
measurements for precise and final fit, making final cuts , grinding 
and debu rri ng rough edges, c�tti ng the grip ports, dril 1 i ng the 
ho 1 es, and finally ho 1 ding the various members into proper position 
for the welding procedure . 
The entire construction procedure was carried out in the . 
Engineering Shops Departme nt  at South Dakota State University where 
in no sophisticated machine was used in any way. The machi nes 
and equipment used were a power hack saw , drill press , grinder , 
oxyacetylene cutting torch , arc welding apparatus, and th e various 
hand tools used for measurement and layout. 
The · fabrication of the strength of material testing device 
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was done exclusively by electric arc welding . The welding machine 
used was of the alternating current type typically found- in the 
welding lab of the Engineering Shops Depa rtme nt at South Dakota State 
U n i  v e rs i ty . 
T\•10 types of electrodes \!Jere used, American We l d i ng Society 
type f:60 1 1 and £ 7024. The E601l 1/8 inch diameter e l e c t rode 
was used pri mari l y  for 1 1 tack 1 1  welding m mbers i nto positi on. I t  
was a l s o  used in s ome instances v,here a dee p  penetration weld 
is desired .  The £60 1 1  e lectrode i s  an all p os i t i on type \vith a 
tensile strength  of 60 , 000 psi anJ i s  used wi th an amperage s e tting 
of about 1 1 5. 
The electrode type E 7024 l /8-i nch diameter was used for a-1 1 
horizontal fillet welds. This electrode is designed primarily for 
fillet weld and provides a tensile strength of 70 ,000 psi and 
excellent appearance. The 1 /4-inch fillet welds are made at a 
setting of 1 50 amperes . 
This electrode is a contact type, where in it is not necessary 
to hold an "arc " but merely contact the electrode · to the \At0rk. 
In the fabrication of the testing device by \-Jelding it is 
important that the weldor plan his welds in such a manner as to 
lessen the possibility of \\larpage in the welding procedure . This 
is done simp l y  by remembering that a welded member , due to 
the uneven heat transfer, will expand in a direction opposite of 
the weld and upon cooling contract back toward the weld � surpassing 
its original position . By placing a \<Jeld, whenever possible, 
on the opposite side of the welded member the subsequent expanding 
and contracting will thus pull the member to its original position. 
The construction procedure is stated here in unit form 
givin g the detailed construction procedure of each of the units 
or substructures of the testi ng device. 
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Along with the detailed cons truction procedure, working 
dtawings of the various substructures were comple ted to better 
clarify the construction procedures. Purchased parts are considered 
standard and no i ndi v i  dua 1 drm·J i ngs �-,ere necess ary a l  though  they 
are shown in position i n  the drawings and photos. A list of the 
s tan dard parts long with all material used can be found in the 
Bill of Material. 
The initial stage of the construction p rocedure as afore- .  
mentioned is the cutting and shaping of the material used in the 
strength of m2terial testing device . In the interest of simplicity 
and clarity the cutting procedure is stated here in outline form. 
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Cutting of the material used in strength of material testing 
device. 
1 .  Cut 6-inch channel to size 
a )  Two members 36 inches long 
b )  Two members l 8, inches long 
c )  One member 18 1 / 2 inches long 
2 .  Cut 1/4-inch by 1 1/2-inch hot rolled steel to size 
a )  Four members 1 374-inch by 2-inches 
b )  Four members 1 8  inches long 
c )  Four members 4 1/2 inches long 
d )  Four members 1 3/8 inches long 
e )  One member 1 3  inches long 
f )  One member 3 inches long 
3 .  Cut 1/2-inch by 2-inch hot rolled steel to size 
2 3  
a )  Two members 1 3  inches long tapered to 1 1  inches 1 ength. 
b )  Two members 2 inches long 
4. Cut 1/ 2-inch by 1 l/2-inch hot rolled steel to size 
a )  Two members 18 inches long 
5. Cut 3-inch by 1 1/2-inch channel to size 
a )  T\'JO members 15 inches long 
6 . Cut 1 /4-inch hot rolled plate to size 
a )  One member 5-i nches by 6-i nches 
7. Cut 3/8-inch hot rolled plate to size 
a )  One memb er  4-inches by 4-inches 
8. Cut 1 /8-inch hot rolled plate to size 
a )  One member 3-inches by 3-inches 
9. Cut 1 -inch cold rolled ha ft to size 
a )  One member 3 inches long 
10. Cut 1 / 2-inch cold rolled s teel haft - to size  
a)  T\-JO membe rs 7 inches long 
1 1 .  Cu t 2 i nch ou tside dia meter pipe to s ize 
a) Two memb ers 3 inches long . 
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Top Horizontal Member 
The top horizontal member, note Figure l ,  which is eventually 
welded into position between the two vertical 36-inch long channels, 
is constructed from 6-inch channel 18 l/2 inches long. The flange 
on each end of the channel is notched back a distance of 2 -inches 
from the end. The notch is cut on an angle of 1/4-inch to a 
depth of 1/2 inch on the web of the channel. The four notches 
required are marked with a scribe and each cut with the oxyacetyline 
cutting torch. The rough edges of the cut are then deburred on 
grinder and sanding belt. 
On the centerline of the 6 -inch web of the channel two one 
inch holes are drilled 10 inches on center. 
Two straps of 1/4-inch by 1 1/2-inches by 18-inches of hot 
rolled steel are then welded to the web of the 6 inch channel 
' on the under side parallel to the flange of the channel in a 
vertical position. They are spaced 7/8 of an inch on either side 
of a center line running along the 18-inch axis of the 6-inch 
web giving a distance of 1 3/4 inches between the two vertical 
straps and a distance of 1/4 inch is left at the end of each strap 
and the end of the web. The straps are first tacked into position 
by using an EGO l l  1/8-inch diameter \velding electrode. After. 
tacking into position the \ve l d is finished by us i ng an £ 7024  
l/8-inch diameter welding electrode and a fillet weld of 1/4 
inch. A 2-inch long fillet is laid on both sides of each· strap at 
each e nd and a 2-inch long fillet i s  laid on each side of both 
straps near the cente r of the 18-inch axis . 
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Figure 1. Top hori zontal member. 
Across th e center of th e 1 8- in ch l e ngth of the 6- in ch channel 
the l /4-in ch by 5- inches by 6- inches hot ro l l ed ste e l p l ate is · 
wel ded into position using the E 7024 wel ding rod . The p l ate 
is wel ded a c ross the strap reinforcements and attach ed to the 
bottom l ip of the f l ange of the 6- inch channel  by a continuous  
fi l l et wel d 5 inches in l ength on  each side. 
Midd l e Ho rizontal Member 
The midd l e  horizonta l member ,  note Figu re 2 ,  is fabricated 
simil arl y  to th e top horizontal memb er u sing 6- in ch channe l with 
an ove ral l l eng th  of 1 8  in ches. The _ f l ange on each of the 
fou r  corners are cut back a dis tance of 1 3/4 inch es with a tapere d  
notch in the web o f  the channe 1 f rom l / 4 inch to l /2  inch as in 
the top h orizon ta 1 membe r .  The grip port is then c ut into the 
web of the channel . The port hol e is 2 inch es by 1 3/4 inch es 
and is on exac t center of th e 6- inch web and the 1 8- inch l ength. 
The c utting of the f o u r  notches at each end of  the channe l member 
and the grip port is done with the oxyace ty l ene torch and debu rred 
by grinding and fi 1 i ng. Two 3/ 4- inch ho 1 es are d ri 1 1  ed on the 
centerl ine of th e 6- in ch \AJeb on 1 0- in ch cente rs a 1 ong the 1 8-
inch axis of th e ch anne l .  Two hot rol l ed s trap s tee l memb er 1 /4-
inch by l 1 / 2- inches by 1 8- in ches are th en  p l ace d on  t h e  unde rside 
of the cha nnel on edge  pa rallel to the  f l ange  of th e channe l  
a l ong the 1 8- in ch a>: ·i s in a ve rtic a l  position. Tt 1ey are p l a ced 
7/8 inch on e a c h  s i de o f  the center  l ine of th e web , thu s s pa�ing 
them l 3/ 4 in ches apa rt. Tnc t\·/0 straps o re tacked  into positioil ' 
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with the E60ll electrode and 1 /4 -inch fillet welds are pl ace d on 
either side of each strap 2 inches at each end and 1 inch on the 
outside of the two s traps on the center line using th e £ 7024 
el ectrode. 
The grip port is completed by welding two 1 / 4 -i nch by 2 -
i nches by l 3/ 4 -i nches - hot ro 1 1  ed  straps between the two ve rt i ca 1 
straps . They are pl aced directly under the edge of th e grip port 
cut into the web of the channe 1 and tapered inward unti 1 th ey 
are one inch apart on their 1 ower side. They are thus tapered 
from the 2 -inch grip port opening to a width of l-inch on their 
lower side. They are welded  on all sides by using the E 7024 
· .  electrode and a 1 /4 -inch fillet weld. 
Tvw plates of size 2-inches by 2-inches by 3/8-inch thick 
are then drilled 3/4-inch on exact center and pl aced into position 
direc tl y  under each of the two 3/4-inch holes dril l e d  thro ugh 
the web of th e channel. They are pl aced tansversing the two 1 /4-
inch by l 1 / 2-inches by 1 8-inches straps and \vel ded to th e straps 
along eacn side of the butt plates on their contact surface with 
the two l ong vertical straps . The butt plates function as a means 
of bolting th e  lower ends of each of the two vertical screw shafts 
to the mi ddle horizontal member with 3/ 4-inch threaded nuts . 
Bottom Hori zon tal Member 
· The bottom hori zontal member, note Figure 3 ,  is fabricated 
similarly to the top and midd l e hori zontal members . Six inch _ 
cha 1nel 1 8  inches  l ong is sed once again as th e basi c structure. · 
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A notch 1 3/4 ·inches long is cut into the flange on each end of 
the channel with a tapered notch cut into the web on each corn�r, 
a depth of 1 /4 inch to a depth of 1/2  inch. 
A grip port is cut in the exact center of th i 6 inch web . 
This port is cut to a size of 1 /2 inch on either side of the 
18-inch l ength center line and a size of 7/8 inch on either side 
of the center line of th e &-inch width of the web. The notches 
and grip port are once again cut with the oxyacetyle ne cutting 
torch and deburred. Tvrn hot ro 1 1  ed steel straps of a si ze of 
1/2  inch by 1 1/2  inches by 18 inches are then placed into posi tion 
on the under si de of the 6-inch channel parallel to the flange 
of tile channel along the 18-i nch axis in a verti ca 1 position. 
They are place 7/8 of an inch on each side of th e centerline of 
the web. Thus spacing them a distance of 1 3/4  inches apart. The 
two straps are tacked into position with the E60 1 1 elect rode and 
1 /4 -inch fi l lct \·1elds are layed on either side of each strap 2 
inches at each end and 1 i nch on ea ch side of the center line. 
The grip ports are then fabricated by welding tv,o 1 / 4-inch 
3 1  
by 2 -inches by 1 3/ 4 -in ches hot rolle d s traps betv-1een the two 
vertical straps. They are placed direc tly under the edge of the 
grip port cut into the web of the ch annel and tapered in a direction 
oppos i te th at of the gr i p port in th e middle horizontal memb er. 
They are then wel de d on al l sides by u sing the E 7024 electrode 
an d a l / 4 i n ch fi lle t \'Jeld. 
F our h ot rol l ed straps of the si ze 1/4 inch by 1 1 / 2  inches· 
by 4 1/2 -inches a re then selected. Hol es seventeen-thirty seconds 
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Figure 4 .  Force beam .  
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of  an inch in diamete r  are drilled in each cen te r  on  the 1 1 / 2-
inch  axis and one inch f rom the outs ide edge . These s t raps a ie 
then  tacked in to pos ition in a s imilar man nner on  each corner of  
the 6 - inch  channel . They a re centered on  the outs ide corner of  
the flange exte nding a dis tance of  1 /4 inch pas t the edge of  the 
web of the channel with the drilled holes near the outs ide edge . 
The s t raps a re then welded ar6und the ou ts ide perimeter in  con tact 
wi th the flange of the channel . The E 7024 electrode is o nce again  
· used with a 1 /4- inch f illet  weld . 
Af te r  the 4 1 /2 - inch drilled s traps are welded into pos ition , 
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1 7/ 32- inch holes are drilled through each en d of the two 1 / 2 inch by 
l 1 /2 inches by 1 8  inches s traps . Thus g iv ing  a h ole clear th rough 
the 6- inch width and each end  o f  the chan nel . The holes function 
as a means of  h olding the lm�er  horizontal membe r i n  place by 
inserting  a 1 / 2 - inch cold rolled s teel shaft  th rough flanges of 
the two ve rtical 6- inch channels of the supers tructure . 
Fo rce Beam 
The top force beam , note F i gure 4 ,  wh ich mus t withs tand the 
total force f rom the hydraulic unit  and  transmit  it to the tes ting 
dev ice belm" , is  f ab ricated from four  sepa rate pieces of  me tal of  
dif feren t  s izes . 
Two h ot ro 1 1  ed s traps , 1 /2  inch by 2 inches by 1 3  inches , 
are cut on each end s o  they tape r  f rom a le ngth of 1 3  inches at 
· the top to a le ngth of 1 1  inches at the b ot tom . A 1 / 4 - i  nch b-y 
2- in ch by 1 3- inch s trap of h o t  rolled s teel is drilled on 
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center and 1 1/2 inches from each end with a drill size  of 3/4 -inch . 
The two 1/2 inch by 2 inches by 13 inches straps are then held- in 
a vertical position along the 2 -inch axis and spaced 2 inches apart , 
outside edge to outside edg� . Along th e top edge of each 1/ 2 -inch 
strap the 1/4 inch by 2 inches by 13 inches strap is laid flat 
and a 1/4 -inch fille t weld is layed along the 13-inch length on 
each side using the E 7024 ele ctrode . The procedure has then 
resulted in a U-shaped channel 13 inches long and 2 inches wide and 
2 inches in height . 
To the bottom side or open end of the U ,  a strap of  hot rolled 
steel 1 /4 inch by 2 inches by 3 inches is welded in a similar manner 
as aforementioned to the center of the 1/ 2 -inch strap.  This acts 
as a force pad for the hydraulic jack unit . 
Transverse Components 
The two components , note Figure 5 ,  necessary for the test of 
tranverse load were basically th ose  of a center pressure point and 
the two extended supports. 
The center pressure point is fabricated from a one inch by 
3 �nch cold rolled steel shaft tack welded with an E60 1 1  electrode 
to a 1/8 -inch hot rolled steel plate 3 inches by 3 inches . Two 
5/ 16 -inch h oles are drilled in the plates on center arid one inch from 
each of the two e dges so that the plate can b e  bolted to the under­
side of the top h ori zonta l membe r  in such a manner that will al l ow 
the one i nch shaft to be on the dm,m side an d its major axi s -
perpandicular to the major axis of the top hor i zontal member. 
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The support member is constructed from two 3 inch by l l / 2  inch 
channels 15 inches long and tacked welded together flange to flang� 
to form a nearly square structure 15 inches long. On the bottom 
side of this structure across the joined flanges i 1 /4 inch by l 3/4 
inches by 2 inches hot ro l led strap is welded into position so that 
the support structure will sit on the middle horizontal member with 
the 1 /4 inch by 1 3/ 4 inches by 2 inches strap fitting into the grip 
port of the midd l e  hori zonta 1 member and a 1 1  owing it to extend in 
front of and to the rear of the testing device a distance of 4 1 / 2 
inches. 
On the top side of the support structure two 2-inch diameter 
pipes 3 inches long are tack welded on 1 2-inch centers running 
from let to right on the top of the support � tructure. 
Metal Superstructu re 
The metal su perstructu re , note Figure 6 ,  is fabricated from 6 
inch by 2-inch channel iron 36 inches in length and joined at the 
top end by welding the top horizontal channel member into position 
between th e t\•Jo 6 -inch by 2 -inch by 36 -inch channels. This is d one 
by \rJe l ding the web of l 8 1 /2 inches horizon tal member to the top 
edge of the web an d flange  of one of the two 6 inch channel 36 inches 
long . The o ther 6-inch by 36 -inch long channel is th en h e ld into 
position on t�e remain i ng end of the 1 8  1/2 inch top horizontal 
member. Th e memb e rs are tacked  together to form a 90  de g ree  corner. 
The con tacting edges of the two 6-inch ch annels 36 inches lon� and 
the 6 . inch ch annel 18 l/3 inches long are then fi l let welded on a 
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all sides and then filed to give a smooth external surface . The 
welded supers tructure results in a shape of an inverted U, 3 6  inches 
on the vertical and 1 8  inches on the horizontal. 
On the flange portion of each of the two channels 1 5  inches 
and 1 9  inches from the lower side, 9/ 1 6-inch holes are drilled through 
both flanges to accomodate the holding pins for the lower horizontal 
member. 
As sembly of Testing Device 
After the various substructures of the testing device were 
cl eaned of slag and oil resulting from the fabrication and shaping, 
the device was completely rubbed with a fine emery cloth to remove 
rust and other formations on the metal surfaces and then wiped 
clean with a lacquer thinner solution to finally prepare the surface 
for painting. Two coats of Pitts bu rg Zinc Oxide Primer were sprayed 
on to the metal surfaces prior to the intital as sembly of the testing 
device. 
The hydraulic h and jack and gauge, note Figure 7, is bolted 
on to the top horizontal member with two 5/6 -inch bolts drilled and 
threaded into the web of the top horizontal member. 
The hydraulic j ack unit is positioned in such a manner so that 
the p ump is manipulated and the hydraulic pres sure gauge is read from 
the right side of the testi ng dev i ce, note Fig u re 8. 
This a 1 1  OVIS the operator to re ad the gauge and manipulate the 
hydraulic u n i t wi thout  cha ng i n g  pos i tion. 
The op e rato · is th us positioned to the ri ght s ide of the dev ice 
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moving him from a position directly in front of the test specimen 
should that specimen shatter un der load and perhaps cause personal . 
injury. 
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On the top force disc o f  the hydraulic jack unit the top force 
beam is placed in a manner which will align the two 3/4-inch holes 
with the two one inch holes in the top horizontal member.  The chrome 
sleeves are then placed through the two one inch holes on either 
side of the hydraulic jack. The two 3/4-inch by 28-inch screw shafts 
are then inserted down through the 3/4-inch holes in the top force 
beam . Three-quarter inch nuts are then screwed on to the top end of 
each sere\•/ shaft which extends approximately an inch a b ove the force 
beam. 
P l ace the middle horizontal member between the two vertical 
6-inch channels along the same axis as the top horizontal member. 
Position the 3/4-in ch screw shafts through the two holes in the middle 
horizontal member and extend the shafts approximately one inch 
below the butt plates on the unde r side of the middle horizon tal 
member . Fasten  th e middle horiz ontal member to the screw sha fts 
with 3/4-inch n uts on each screv, sh aft belm"I the middle horizontal 
member. This comple tes the assembly for compression testing on  the 
testing device . 
To e nable the testing device to test for tensile strength 
the bottom hori zon tal is p l a ced between th e two vertical 6 -inch 
ch an nels an d below the mi ddle hori zon tal member al ong the same 
axi s  as the top a n d  mi dd l e hori zon tal members. The bottom h o r·i z on.ta l 
i s  positi one d i n  such a man ne r  as to a i -i g n the 1 /2-in ch ho l es in the 
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front and rear flanges of the 6 -inch vertical channels with the 
11 /32 -inch holes in the bottom horizontal member. The 1 /2-:-inch by 
7-inch cold  rolled pins are then inserted through the bottom horizontal 
member and the flanges of the two 6 inch channels thus locking the 
bottom horizontal member in position. 
The assembly for transverse load involves the proper placement 
of the two transverse compoAents . The center load component is 
bolted to the center of the under side of the top horizontal member 
· with the 3-inch axis of the 1 -inch steel shaft aligned along the 
axis of the 6-inch web of the top horizontal member. 
The support component is placed on the top side of the middle 
horizontal member allowing the l 1/2-inch by 2-inch strap to fit 
i nto the grip port of the middle horizontal member. Thus this centers 
the n1iddle force point between the two support points located in the 
middle horizontal member. The testing device can then test for 
transverse load . 
Bill of Material 
Des cri pti on Quani tt Cost 
Hand hyd raul i c  j ack ( J H8G )  l required $40 . 90 
G au ge ( GJ 81 2 L )  l required 3 7 . 45 
Grip Blocks 2 p a i r 1 5 . 00 
3 /  4 - f och s e re\'/ s haf t 60 inches 2 . 98 
Chrome S l eeves 2 required - . 74 
Bolts 4 req u i red  .. 3·6 
3/4-inch n u ts 4 req u i red . 4 1 
Bill of Materials ( Continued )  
Des cri pt ion 
1 /2-inch by 2 -inch hot rolled strap 
1 /2-inch by 1 1 /2-inch hot folled strap 
6-inch by 2 -inch channel 
3-i nch by l 1 /2 -i nch channe 1 
3 / 8 -i n ch by 2 -i n ch hot ro 1 1  e d s t  rap 
3/8 -inch hot rolled plate 
1 / 4-i nch by 1 1 / 2 -i nch hot ro 1 1  ed strap 
1 /4-inch hot rolled plate 
l/8 � nch hot rolled plate 
1 inch-c . r. steel shafts 
1 /2 � nch c. r. steel shafts 
2 �nch diameter pipe 
Welding electrode 
Qu ani ty 
30 inches 
3 6  inches 
74 lb. @ 1 4¢/lb. 
4 lb. @ l4i/lb. 
4 inches 
4 inch by 4 inch 
l O feet 
6 inch by 4 inch 
3 inch by 3 inch 
6 inch es 
1 4  inches 
6 inches 
2. 6 lb. @ 2 5¢/lb . 
Cost __ 
1 . 92 
1 .  07 
1 0 . 36 
• 56 
. 1 4  
. 28 
l . 80 
. 1 6  
. 0 5 
• 30 
• 1 1  
. 08 
• 6 5  
Total Cost $1 1 7. 74 
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TESTING AND EVALUATION 
Final tests of the strength-of-material testing device were 
- conducted to determine if and demonstrate that the fol lm'ling con­
siderations were satisfied : ( a )  the design and contruction were 
carried out to satisfactory completion , (b )  the strength of 
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material testing device can test materials of construction in 
compression, tensile and transverse load, and (c )  the testing device 
as designed and constructed is adaptable and a valuable aid to the 
industrial arts laboratory. 
Prior to the actual test of various specimens it was necessary 
to test the hydraulic unit and pressure i ndi cati ng gauge to determine 
if the true pressure delivered by the hydraulic unit and the pressure 
indicated on the pressure indicating gauge correlated . 
The hydraulic unit with pressure gauge attached was tested in 
the Tinius-Olson 60 ,00 0  pound tension and compression testing machine 
located in the Civil Engineering research laboratory at South Dakota 
State University . The test was carried out by subject i ng the 
hydraulic unit to compressive load in the Tinius-Olson testing machine 
and comparing the indicated pressure value on the hydraulic unit 
with the true value indicated on the Tinius- Olson tester. 
The results of such tests i n dicated that the hydraulic unit 
pressure inditating gauge has a positive error of 1 0  per cent ; 
meaning for e ve ry 1 000 poun ds of pressu re de l ivered by the hydra ulic 
unit the attached gauge 10uld read 1 1 00 pounds and correspondi ngly 
a true pressure of 8000 pounds by the hydraulic unit rnul d read as 
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8800 pounds on the pressure indicating gauge. 
To verify the results of the pressure test a 1 0, 000 pound cap,acity 
proving ring with a 0. 023  inch deflection at 1 0 , 000 pound was used. 
By p 1 acing the proving ring_ under compressive load with the hydraulic 
unit it was found that a pressure indicating gauge reading of 1 1 , 000 
pounds was needed to deflect the proving ring 0. 023  inches for a 
true pressure of 1 0, 000 pounds . This test verified the previous test 
showing that for every 1 000 pounds of true pressure delivered by 
. the hydraulic unit the pressure indicating gauge read 1 00 pounds 
high. 
To demonstrate the test for compressive strength of a material 
in the testing device, three straight-grained , air dried timbers 
- of the size 1 inch by l inch by 6 inches, are selected with care 
to assure that each end of the test specimen be true planes and 
exactly parallel. The load is ap plied parallel to the grain of 
the timber and along the vertical 6 inch axis of the specimen. Note 
Figure 9 shows testing device in compression test not, however, the 
specimen stated here. 
The specimen . is placed in the testing device in the exact center 
of the lowe r bearing plate which is situated over the gri p  port of the 
middle horizontal member with the 6 -inch axis of the specimen vertical . 
The middle hori zontal member is tnen moved upwards by manipulating 
the hydraulic unit until the test s pe�imen comes into contact with 
the top bearing plate which is located unde r the exact center of the 
top horizontal memb er. Comp ressive force is then ap p l ied to the .test 
specimen by manipu l ating the hydraulic unit until the test specimen 
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Fi gu re 9 .  Set up for compres s i ve strength tes t .  
fractures . 
At the time of fracture the pressure i ndi cati ng gauge on the , 
hydraulic unit is read thus giving the total load required for 
failure. The pressure indiGated on the pressure indicating - gauge 
at the time of fracture for ·the three specimens were 4. 8 ,  5. 0 and 
4 . 8  tons or converted to pounds_ ; 9,600 , 1 0 , 000 and 9 , 600  pounds, 
consecutively. 
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The fact that the pressure indicating gauge rea ds higher than 
the true force delivered will not significantly influence the testing 
procedure _in that the same error will be introduced into each test 
allowing the comparative test to remain valid . If an accurate 
pressure value is desired a 1 0  per cent correction can be applied. 
� 
Three specimens of hot rolled mild steel of the size 1 /8 inch 
by l inch by 8 inches are selected to demonstrate the test for tensile 
strength on the testing device. Note Figure 1 0. 
The test is carried out by placing a specimen into the grip port 
of the middle horizontal member. The grip port blocks are then inserted, 
down from the top , one on either side of the specimen and pushed tight 
until they hol d the specimen ap p roxi matel y one inch from the top 
end. The middle horizontal member is then  l owered  until the test 
specimen passes through the grip port in the bottom horizontal 
member and approximately one inch below the bottom edge of the 
bo ttom horizontal member. The grip b locks are then inserted into 
the grip port of the bottom horizon tal member from the bottom _ 
upward , pl acing one grip on either side of the test specimen . Th� 
Fi gu re 1 0 ,  Set u p  for tens i l e  s trength tes t ,  
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grip blocks are h eld into position while the hydraulic jack unit is 
manipulated moving th e middle horizontal member upwards and pulling 
the bottom grip blocks tight. As pressure is increased on the 
specimen care is taken to be sure the grip blocks on both ends of 
the specimen are holding the specimen an d not allowing it to slip 
between the grips. The pressure is continued on the specimen by 
manipulating the hydraulic jack until failure occurs . Special 
attention must be paid by the observer to the pressure indicating 
gauge to obtain the highest possible load reading at the time of 
fracture. 
The pressures indicated on the pressure indicating gauge for 
• .  the three tested specimens at the time of fracture were 3 . 6, 3. 6, 3. 7 
tons or converted to pounds ; 7 , 200 , 7, 200, 7,400 pounds consecutively . 
The tensile strength of the three tested specimens can be computed 
by calculating the individual cross-sectional area which is found 
to be 1 /8 square inch and dividing the 1 /8 square inch area into the 
known tensile strength of the mild steel 50/60,000 pounds per square 
inch. The calulated tensile strength of the tested specimen is 
thus found to range from 6250 pounds of force to 7500 pounds of force. 
The tested results of an average of 7260 pounds of force are located 
within the calculated range and thus validate the test. 
The test of transverse load on the testing device involves 
the . same basic load application as in · the test for compressive 
strength, note Figure 1 1 , showing a channel structure in compr:ession . 
The test is con ducted by attaching the two transverse load components, 
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F i gure  1 1 ,  Set up for trans ve rse  l oad s trength tes t .  
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namely , the top pressure point and the two supporting points , to the 
under side of the top horizontal member and on the top surface of , 
the second horizontal member. The top pres sure poi nt is affixed 
to the pressu re plate on the lower side of the top horizontal 
member by two 1 /4-inch bolts with the major axis of the pres sure 
point parallel to the major axis of the top horizontal member .· 
The support point component is set into the grip port on the top 
side of the second horizontal member extending to the front and rear 
of the tes ting device perpendicular to the major axis of 
the horizontal member. The tes t specimen selected for the transverse 
load tes t is a 1 /2 inch by 1 /2 inch by 15  inch cas t iron bar. The 
specimen is placed on the support component parallel to the major 
axi s of the support. The second horizontal member with the supported 
specimen is then moved upwards �y manipulating the hydraulic jack 
uni t  until the s pecimen comes into contact with the center pres sure 
point. The hydraulic pressure on the s pecimen is then increased 
and the indicating gauge read at fracture. 
In the transverse load procedure it is not neces sary to load 
the tes t specimen until fracture. A comparative measure of transverse 
load s trength can be achieved by measuring the deflection of a tes t 
s pecimen from a horizontal under a particular load and compared with 
the deflection of other s pecimen under similar load. 
The tes ts conducted on the s treng th of material tes ting device 
show conclusively that the tes ting device does fuction as des i gned 
and will tes t for compres sive s treng th, tensile s t reng th, and 
transv erse load. The final evaluation of the tes ting device can 
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only be ach i ev ed through actual laboratory condi t i ons , 
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CHAPTER  I V  
SUMMARY , CONCLUSI ONS, AND RECOMMENDAT I ONS 
Summary 
The major p u rpos e of th is s tudy was to des ig n ,  con s t r uct, 
tes t and eval uate a s t re ngth o� mate rial s tes ting  de vice as an 
appropriate aid to ins truction in indus trial arts education . The 
s treng th - of-mate rial tes ting device as propos ed by this  write r to 
hel p f ul fi l l  the needs of indus trial arts education is des ig ned to 
tes t the th ree p rimary s t re s s es in the s tudy of s tren g th of mate rial s .  
Namely  th os e of tens i l e  s tre ngth , comp re s s ive s t re ng th , and trans ­
ve rs e s tre ngth . 
The emphas is of th is s tudy was l imited to th e des ign , con­
s truction ,  tes ting  and eval uation of a s t ren gth of material tes ting 
dev ice . The tes ting device des igned  an d co ns tru c ted by th is write r 
is in no  \'lay mean t to be a sop h is ticated tes ting  device . I t  wil l 
not  give a meas u re of s tre ngth of material or s tructural con­
fig u ration . Rath e r  it  wi l l s how ,  by comparis on , that ce rtain  
s tru ctures or matirial s ,  a s  tes ted , are s uperior to othe rs . 
I t  was not \vi th in  the scope of this s tudy to c ri tical ly eval uate 
mathemati cal ly o r  otherwis e th e phys ical theories as to what take s 
pl ace i n  a particu l ar tes te d speciman , but rathe r to  show by 
comparison , th e des i rab i l i ty of ce rtai" n mate rial s and/ or  
s truct ural configurations . 
I t  was not th e i n tent of th is s tudy to i n teg rate the te s ting 
devi ce  i nto exis t i n g  indus tria l a rts or indus tri a l  e du ca ti on 
curricula nor construct a course outline around this device. 
The restricting criteria on the desig n and constructi on of 
the testing device were basically those of simplicity of design ,  
ease of construction, cost of construction and functional design. 
Simplicity of design and constructi on \-.Jere necessary to enable 
most industrial arts or indust�ial education instructors to 
construct an identi cal device in the laboratori es they may have . 
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at their di sposal. Low cost of construction was necessary to allm'I 
the instructors the means to actually construct such a device without 
large financial assistance. Functional design was necessary to 
allow the device to be used in a vari ety of educational setti ngs 
and situations wi thout a large degree of modification by the user. 
Several strength of material devices of a more sophisticated 
an d exacting nature found on the commeri cal market were revi ewed 
and studied as were desi gn  and construction stud i es conducted on 
the colle ge level at other schools. The review provided some 
insi ght and unders tanding of the problems and procedures of such 
a study. 
The design of the testi ng device passed through the four 
basic phases of soun d engi neeri ng design. Namely the feasi bility 
stu dy phase, the preliminary design phase , the intermedi ate design 
phase and finally the detail desi gn phase. 
The  feasibility s tudy phas e  is necess ary to determi ne v·hether 
the propos e d  design will sat i sfy the stated prob l ems. The pre­
li minary ph ase is used to determine which solut i on is th e bes t 
solut·i on to the probl em. The i n  ermed i a te design phase  serves the 
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purpose of planning and implementing the overall concept of the 
chosen solution here in - making the neces sary corrections , additions 
and deletions in the design problem. In the final design phase all 
technical problems relating -to the design solution mus t  be solved 
and implemented. They can no longer be delayed or avoided. Their 
complete definition is mandatory . The design concepts resulted 
in a testing device that is of all metal construction with a welded 
fabrication. The force componenets of the testing device are 
hydraulic with ram , pump and force indicating gauge located in a 
centralized vertical unit with the hydraulic unit transferring the 
force to the top force beam and there by to the two vertical s crew 
shafts and the device below . The design resulted in an overall 
size of the testing device of approximately 3 6  inches tall, 1 8  
inches wide and 6 inches in depth .  
The construction procedure in keeping \vith simplicity of 
constr ction required no sophisticated or complex machine or 
procedure. The various components of the testing device were cut 
with a power hack  saw and an oxyacetyline cutting torch . The 
various subs tructu�es  such - as the top force beam , top horizontal 
member, mi ddle horizontal member, bottom hori zontal member and 
the transverse components were then fabricated by e lectric 
arc welding .  The top horizontal member was then welded into position 
between the tvw vertical 6 -inch by 16 -i nch channels . The remaining 
s ubstructures of the testing evice were then as s embled by bolting 
or othe i se affixing the components to the dev i ce. 
The test and evaluation of the device involved the test for 
compressive load, tensile load , and transverse load on the testing ' 
dev ice. The results of such tests demonstrate that the testing 
device does in fact f unctior r as designed and does jield significant 
results . 
Conclusions 
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While no other research has been projected in the area of the 
present study , it would be entirely possible to design similar 
projects that would be more involved , more exacting in f unction and 
contain more processes. However , limitations were necessarily placed 
upon this study. Hithin the bounds of these limitations the 
experience gained by designing, constructing and testing the strength 
of material testing device h as resulted in the following conclusions : 
l. The design of the testing device is functional . 
2. The testing device as designed can indeed test for compressive 
strength , tensile strength and transverse load . 
3. The testing device is capable of a variety of laboratory 
ap p 1 i cations . 
4. The construction is simple enough to be completed by 
familiar persons in most industrial arts laboratories 
without  the use of complex machinery . 
5. Mate tials needed to construct the testing device are 
availabe from local vendors. 
6. Cost v1as mino r' v1hen  compa red to commercial devices. 
7. The ve rsatili ty of design and eas e  of mani pulation al l ows 
th e testing device to be used as an appropri ate aid in 
indus tr · a 1 arts education. 
Recommendations 
In view of the experience gained in designing an d constructing 
the testing device the following recommendations seem justifiable : 
1 .  Further evaluation of the testing device be carried out in 
actua 1 1 aboratory con di ti ons. 
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2 .  That existing industri�l arts courses be revised to in clude 
the testing device as -a teaching aid. 
3 .  That further study be conducted to determine the feasibility 
and practicality of strength of material study in industrial 
arts . 
J 
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